Tight-junctional strands first appear in regions where three cells meet in differentiating olfactory epithelium: a freeze-fracture study.
Tight junctions of the olfactory epithelium of rat embryos were studied at the 14th day of gestation and during their subsequent development. Two different epithelial morphologies could be distinguished at the 14th gestational day. In one group of embryos the epithelial surface appeared undifferentiated, with tight-junctional strands found exclusively in regions where three cells met. The main orientation of these strands is in a direction parallel to the longitudinal orientation of the epithelial cells. These junctions resemble tight junctions that interconnect three cells, i.e. tricellular tight junctions, in that respect. However, unlike these the junctions mainly have single strands of particles, whereas tricellular junctions usually consist of paired strands of particles. Tight-junctional strands were completely absent in areas where two cells met. These areas, i.e. those of incipient bicellular tight junctions, had gap-junction-like aggregates of intramembranous particles. Another group of 14-day-old embryos displayed a differentiating olfactory epithelial surface with bicellular as well as tricellular tight-junctional strands. The latter ones were paired. Here too the tight-junctional belts displayed some gap-junction-like aggregates of particles, but there were considerably fewer of these than earlier. As one or the other tight-junctional appearance was always seen in a single freeze-fracture replica, it is reasonable to assume that the two tight-junctional appearances reflect a sequential pattern of differentiation peculiar to the whole surface of the olfactory epithelium, i.e. to surfaces of receptor cells as well as to surfaces of supporting cells. It would appear that, at the onset of olfactory epithelial differentiation, tight junctions first interconnect cells in regions where three cells meet and that tricellular strand formation precedes the formation of bicellular strands. When strands were present at the 14th day of embryonic development, their numbers were lower than those found later. However, strand packing, expressed as the density per micrometre of strands parallel to the epithelial surface, increased beginning at the 16th day of embryonic development.